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Simon Cowell taps into full relaxation
mode as he enjoys a beach day with
bikini-clad partner Lauren Silverman
and son Eric, four, in Barbados
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He's fresh oﬀ the judging panel from this year's X Factor, which saw Dalton Harris
crowned as winner.
And Simon Cowell enjoyed a well-deserved break with his partner Lauren Silverman
and their son Eric, four, during their annual Barbados getaway on Wednesday
afternoon.
The music mogul, 59, displayed his upper body as he went shirtless underneath his
grey life jacket, while sporting a pair of loose- itting white shorts.
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Family fun: Simon Cowell enjoyed a well-deserved break with his partner Lauren Silverman and
their son Eric, four, during their annual Barbados getaway on Wednesday afternoon

Protecting his eyes from the sun, the X Factor judge sported stylish circular-framed
sunglasses.
Meanwhile, his stunning partner Lauren, 41, showcased her lean legs in a navy
crochet two-piece, featuring a plunging bikini top and scanty bottoms.
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Displaying her lair for fashion, the New Yorker opted for trendy cream sunhat,
square shades and diamond suds for her accessories.
The brunette looked eﬀortlessly stunning with minimal make-up, and wore her glossy
tresses in a tousled half up half down look.
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Having fun: The music mogul, 59, displayed his upper body as he went shirtless underneath his
grey life jacket, while sporting a pair of loose- itting white shorts
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Oﬀ he goes: The star prepared for his fun in the sea as he hopped on the jetski
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Legs for days: Meanwhile, his stunning partner Lauren, 41, showcased her lean legs in a navy
crochet two-piece, featuring a plunging bikini top and scanty bottoms

Eric appeared in high spirits as he prepared to hop on the jetski with his red lifejacket
and white shorts.
Lauren has been dating Simon for six years, and the pair had quite a tumultuous start
to their romance.
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In 2013, it was revealed the television honcho had been in a relationship with his
then-best friend Andrew Silverman's wife, after pictures emerged of them kissing on
a yacht.
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Chic: Displaying her lair for fashion, the New Yorker opted for trendy cream sunhat, square
shades and diamond suds for her accessories

The pair then welcomed their son Eric in February 2014. They named him after
Simon's late father, who died in 1999.
Simon has just recently wrapping ilming for The X Factor this year.
He narrowly missed out on his act winning the series, as Scarlett Lee was beaten to
the title by Dalton.
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Relaxation mode: He's fresh oﬀ the judging panel from this year's X Factor, which saw Dalton
Harris crowned as winner
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Having a whale of a time: Eric appeared in high spirits as he prepared to hop on the jetski with
his red lifejacket and white shorts
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Cruising: The brunette looked eﬀortlessly stunning with minimal make-up, and wore her glossy
tresses in a tousled half up half down look
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Long-term: Lauren has been dating Simon for six years, and the pair had quite a tumultuous
start to their romance

His family's appearance out in Barbados comes after Simon revealed he is hoping
son Eric will take over his music empire as he gets older.
Fans were delighted to see Eric appear on the judging panel on The X Factor, with
Simon joking during an interview on This Morning: 'I'm getting him ready to do my
job.'
Simon also touched on whether he had 'left it too late' to become a father - he
welcomed son Eric when he was aged 55 - and admitted he no longer dwells on that
thought.
'If you have asked me earlier I would have said I might have left it a little too late,'
said Simon, before quickly adding: 'Whatever happens happens.'
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Like father, like son: His family's appearance out in Barbados comes after Simon revealed he is
hoping son Eric will take over his music empire as he gets older

+17
Future: Fans were delighted to see Eric appear on the judging panel on The X Factor, with
Simon joking during an interview on This Morning: 'I'm getting him ready to do my job'
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Proud: Simon also touched on whether he had 'left it too late' to become a father - he
welcomed son Eric when he was aged 55 - and admitted he no longer dwells on that thought
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Hopping oﬀ: Lauren appeared ready to head to her next destination as she ended her time on
the jetski

Simon Cowell says he's training his son Eric to take over from him
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